muck-truck
It doesn’t cost the earth to move it!



High Productivity




Built for Strength and Quality
Easy to Maintain



Simple and safe to use



Super quick fit accessories

TM

muck-truck

Designed and Manufactured to the highest quality and specifications in the UK since 1994.
Now produced in three continents for world wide distribution.

muck-truck has proven to be the benchmark which other manufacturers strive to emulate.

muck-truck 1st with the concept, 1st with the design

High Productivity


muck-truck is fast - it works all day with minimum

operator fatigue
 At less than 28" / 700mm wide it will go through the
average doorway
 Four wheel drive and choice of wheels for remarkable ‘go any
where’ capability
 Designed to be as easy to steer when loaded as empty
 Tips safely and easily straight into a skip with the optional
loading ramp

Built for Strength and Quality


Designed to withstand professional use ( over eleven years in the
hire industry )
 Powder coated paint is used to reduce rust and scratches
All the material for the muck-truck is laser cut for a perfect finish
 Carries three conventional wheelbarrow loads
( 120 bricks; 15 x 1m Rolls of turf )
 Choice of Honda GCV160 or GXV160 5.5hp unleaded petrol
engines

Easy to Maintain


Transmission is sealed for life and requires no servicing
Brake and belt adjustments do not require removal of covers
 All engine adjustments, including plug and air filter
replacement instantly accessible


Specifications
Engine
Honda - choice of GCV160 or GXV160 4-stroke 5.5hp
Transmission Peerless transaxle 4 x forward / 1 x reverse speed
Capacity
6 cu ft / 1/4 tonne weight ( 170litres / 250kgs /
550lbs )
Noise rating Less than 80 db

850mm/34”

Ground clearance 150mm/6”




Five minute drive belt changing
All spares stocked
Next day delivery on orders placed before 11am ( within the UK )

Simple and safe to use


Four forward speeds O.5mph - 3.5mph - one reverse
The machine stops dead when the clutch lever and parking
brake is released
 Hand throttle lever for precise forward speed control
 Balanced weight distribution for easy tipping
 Super quick release catch for fast changes of skip and
accessories


Super quick fit accessories
include


Flat Bed
Skip Loading Ramp
 Skip Extensions
 Powerful vacuum attachment ideal for paddock cleaning,
collecting leaves and litter
 Ball hitch attachment for caravans or trailers
 Snow Plough
 Bulk Skip
 Double front drive wheels


Hand Brake
Cables
Dimensions

Disk on transmission
Protected
Length 1550mm / 61” Width 700mm / 28”
Height 850mm / 34”
Weight
92kgs / 202lbs dry unloaded weight
Forward Speed 0.8 - 5.6kph ( 0.5 - 3.5mph ), four gears

850mm/34”

1550mm/61”

700mm/28”
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Skip Extensions

Flat Bed

Double Wheel
Brackets

Turf Tyres

Ball Hitch

Vacuum Attachment

Snow Plough

It doesn't
cost the
earth to
move it!

Will go through
average doorway

Easy to load

Works well with
mini digger

Ideal with
cement mixer

Skip Loading Ramp
Bulk Skip
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The muck-truck is very easy to maintain due to the transmission being a sealed unit and requires
no attention other than periodic brake adjustment. Engine adjustments and servicing can be carried
out without removing covers. To change the drive belt takes less than 5 minutes with no specialist
tools required.
All spares are readily available and if ordered by 11am can be delivered the next working day
( within the UK ). If you provide us with a post code spares can even be delivered to your working
site.
Attachments can be fitted in seconds, just remove one lynch pin, slide attachment off / on the two
locator brackets and replace the pin.
A fully loaded muck-truck will climb up to 38 degrees.
The skip will carry up to 1/4 tonne / 250kgs / 550lbs.
The muck-truck can be used alongside a standard cement mixer and cement can be tipped from
the mixer into the skip, providing the mixer is fitted to a frame.
A 3 month commercial warranty or a 12 month warranty for private end users is given with the GCV
engine. A 24 month commercial warranty is given with the GXV Honda engine.

Designed and Manufactured by

Deesign Partnership Limited
Shute Farm, Kelly, Lifton
Devon PL16 0HJ
International Calls
Tel: +44 (0) 1566 777 140
Fax: +44 (0) 1566 777 706
UK Calls
Tel: 0845 838 5480
Fax: 0845 838 5481
e-mail: info@mucktruck.co.uk
Internet: www.mucktruck.co.uk
www.mucktruck.com

Your nearest muck-truck dealer is:

TM

